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Despite health and travel concerns the largest construction trade show in North America set a
new square foot record amid the COVID-19 pandemic.

Here are some of the stats that were shared:
Net square feet was 2.7 million - up from 2.5 million in 2017
2300-plus exhibitors from the leading U.S. and global manufacturers
Actual attendance numbers are not available, but total registrations were 130,000 for the
week
U.S. buyer attendance increased 8 percent from the 2017 show, and total buyer
attendance improved by 5 percent.

Despite growing concerns about COVID-19, the show was busy with attendees that were
optimistic and enthusiastic. To address health risks, the show instituted a no-handshake policy,
suggesting elbow bumps as an alternative, and promoted it with buttons and stickers. The show
however did close on March 13, a day early, to accommodate mounting travel restrictions and
coronavirus concerns.
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CONEXPO has been referred to as the ‘heavy metal’
show, and seeing the size and scale of many of the
machines throughout the event makes it easy to see why
people think of and call it that. But this massive event
features the latest equipment advances and newest
technology applications in every aspect of construction.

TriMark continues to expand product and platform
offerings for the world-wide construction
market. Our customers are demanding innovation and,
based on TriMark’s continued growth
in this market, we are delivering access solutions for the
real world.

We invite you to check out our website at
www.trimarkcorp.com to see why TriMark is the
leading global door solution provider offering Global
Reach, Global Support and Global Supply of access
door systems. 

Thanks to all that stopped by, it was our privilege to meet you and share the latest Access
Hardware products that TriMark has to offer. If you didn't get a chance to attend the show or stop
by our booth......

Here's a Summary of What You Missed!

e-ASK Keyless Entry
Systems

TriMark’s e-ASK keyless entry
systems adds further

http://www.trimarkcorp.com/


functionality, convenience,
productivity and security to
your Access Door System.
Your choice of several
systems and components can
provide ‘state of the art’
automotive style passive
keyless entry and keyless
push button start or basic
lock/unlock.

Integrated Access Systems

We had on-display four popular access
systems that range from simple compartment
solutions up to several full personnel door
solutions that set the standard in excellence,
design and value in the field.

Powered Products

TriMark’s Powered Products adds further
functionality and convenience to your cabs and
access doors. Several products are available
that range from simple power lock actuators to
complete powered door and window
opening/closing systems.

Modular Pull Handle Product Family

TriMark’s Modular Pull Handle Family offers
the OEM different levels of features/benefits
ranging from the most basic mechanical
function all the way up to an e-Locking
capacitive sense version for passive keyless
entry. Providing the same mounting and similar
space claims, this family of six products
provides for standardization across OEM
platforms, good/better/best functionality and
allows for product differentiation and
upgrades. 

Compression Latches

TriMark has several 'off the shelf' Compression



Latches that are designed to provide
consistent gasket compression for vibration
dampening and elimination of rattle and noise.
Models range from light duty panel latches up
to heavy duty latches designed and tested for
demanding work environments and high
vibrational loads.

Hinges

TriMark designs and manufactures standard
and custom hinges for world leading
companies in the agricultural, construction,
transportation and specialty vehicle markets.
Our experience and capabilities allow us to
produce industrial hinges in plastic, die cast
zinc, steel and stainless steel materials to suit
light, medium and heavy duty applications.

TouchOne Suite of Access Hardware

TouchOne - Our latest New Suite of Access
Hardware named TouchOne utilize shared
styling cues to infuse your cab and enclosures
with a contemporary look and feel. The
aesthetic design elements have been
specifically developed to provide customers
with a very comfortable and tactile feel for the
main door and window touch points.

Rotary Latch Family

Offering a broad selection of rotary latch sizes,
versions, features and options to meet virtually
any application, all TriMark rotary latches
feature the highest levels of quality, security
and strength.
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AheadAhead
Visit TriMark at bauma China November 24-27, 2020

The biennial bauma CHINA will be staged in Shanghai New International Expo Center from
November 24-27, 2020. It is an extension of the world-famous construction machinery exhibition
Germany bauma and has become the world stage for global construction machinery companies
in the Asia marketplace.

Follow TriMark on LinkedIn

TriMark Corporation
500 Bailey Avenue
PO Box 350
New Hampton, IA 50659 USA

Toll free: 1-800-447-0343
Phone: 1-641-394-3188
Fax: 1-641-394-2392

Email: tips@trimarkcorp.com

Visit us on the web at: www.trimarkcorp.com
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